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The Problem f 
a 

The e2&Eirknw imFestiQssaim of the effec&ivenew aa%3 efficiency 
of decoEltarfanstion pzwew using syn!thet%e falla& emd the cqqra- 
tional evaluations of the d8te require Ifin- Ltf tb csapposition of 
feELout frm various co2aitions of d!eton&~on. a the syparfmbntss. 
investigations, a rei?Llistic zsnge of felhut ma&s 4aepamis u neaded 
to design experbmts in which eperarti~ tare&l date em be cibtaiw 
in this case it is nece&S&ry t&t the tB3smm& faznout be m slmllar 
to real ft3uout as gassib~. Ifklawm of filuout fzoqpsitfort ie a380 
necessary to understend tad cttavelate de&M109 data front pmt 
field tests with those obtabed byuseafthe~~. zncbpexYswmal 
evaJ&ions of deeont~tion effMaacie8, tb radt&ia btensities 
associated with the f&lout lp~sb ad zsdbactim elemnts is seeded to 
estimate the true reduction In dcee that f.6 tamd8ted with t&m effhi- 
ency of s &con- ion p%=oedee. Ho lmlemds &Fe pr-ly av8llabl.e 
for estwting the cqsitia of fia3aut ad no E+tammq of the aa- 
able d&a has been pretiously made. 
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IDEALIZFD CON’IWR RATIO SC-G I’UWl!IaS 

3.1 GEZGFW DISCUSSION ? 

The idealized scaling functions are presented first to Introduce 
a simple workingmodelthat canbetested andmodified inaconsistent 
manner by use of available data. %he model detonation will be a em- 
face land detonation in which all of the radionuclides produce# are 
retained by the total mass (clay soil) renmred frcm the crater. !Be 
fsllout thus produced will then deposit over an ideal smoth plana. A 
mathematical derivation of the contour ratio scsling Aractions fti the 
ideslized case follows. 

3.2 DEXUUITION OF THE MASS CONTOUR RA!L'IO 

At any point inthe idlout area, the 131~~8s contour ratio 5s dnifned 

in which a is the mass of 
tion intensity (SW, at 3 

fallaut per unit area, and I(t) is the r&b- 

activity) at the tima, t, 
ft above an axbad plane source of r&o- 
after 8cfonStion. Tbelpass cozrlmrrstio, 

definedasagrandaverage fbwtionls 

inwhichMpistheintegratedvalue 0fpPovertheuhole 
cud IF(t) is tha Fntepam.wb of I(t) over the da 
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of Eq. 2 requires contour maps of m and I(t) for the whole fallout area. 
Inthe.ideel case, Mg would be essentielly equal to the mass of material 
removed from the crater. 

3e3 DEFINITION OF TEE _JBACTION OF DEVICE 
coNTO~RATIo 

-. The fraction of the detice contour ratio at any point in $he fall- 
out area is defined by 

.I . . 

in which a is the radioactivity (or measure of it) per unit area and 8~ 
is the total radioactivity (or measure of it) produced by the device. 
The ratio, a/&T is the fraction of the device per unit area end can be 
defined andmeasuredinmanywsys. One fairly compon unit of measure 
of the activity is in terms of the number of fissions for the radio- 
activity from the fission process. The advantages ofusingthisunit 
are that its value is independent of tims and that it is also used in 
determining weapon yields. The disadvantage of usingtk unit is that 
it is qtite of'ten related to a single fission product tracer nuclide 
and its fission yield, and is not a reliable measure of the true number 
of fissions in a given sample of fallout when the radionuclides are 
fractionated. 

Excepting for fractionation or alteration of the radionuclide com- 
position at various points in the fallout area from that produced by 
the device, the fraction of the device contour ratio for an extended 
plane surface should be a grend average function. Even vith the occur- 
rence of fractionation, the point variation. of this contour ratio will 
not be large for areas where the pattern of fractionation is the stx~. 
Other paranreters that effect the value of this contour are discussed 
in sane of the following sections. 

3.4 TIE IDEALIZED CON!WlR RATIO SCALIXG FUNCTIONS 

For the idealized model function, it will be assumed that, in the 
detonation, induced (neutron capture) rsdionuclides are produced as well 
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as fission products. The izmiuced products have no effect on the vslue 
of.8 or m in terms of fissions but do effect the value of I(t) in both 
contour ratios and on a fmd cup In other units of measure such as dis- 
integrations perunittime. For a given cazposition of radiomclides 
depositeduniformlyover snexte+edareaoftheidealpm, the radi- 
ation intensity over the plsne (say, at 3 f't) is given by 

I(t) = Gz (t) a (t) (4) 

in which & (t) is a conversion coefficient for a(t) and smooth infin- 
ite plane and *ose v@.ue depends on the units of a(t): If a(t) is in 
d/s-per sq ft, then &, (t) hss the units r/hr/(d/s'per sq I%). If a(t) 
is in fissions per sq ft then e has the units r/hr/(fiss/sq ftd; in the 
latter units the parsmeter a does not depend on t. Values of C&, (t) for 
the fission products from several k 

398 
f fission have been calculated 

as a function of time after fission. 9 j 

and puced activities (capture products) 
Keep- the fission products 

of c, (t) into two parts so that 
sepsra+a allows the sepsration 

G- (t) = i,(t) + i,(t) (5) 

in which i 
3 
(t) 

sion produ 
is the value of the (r/hr)/(fission/sq f't) for the fis- 

s and i,(t) in (r/hr)/(fission/sq ft) for the capture gro- 
ducts is given by 

i,(t 1 = cj c,i,(t ) (6) 

in which c 
lide per 

is the nuuiber of neturon captures to form the Jth radionuc- 
f ssion (radioactive atoms produced per fission) and i,(t) is $ 

the radiation rate (r/hr) 
active atom (corrected to 
produced by the device is 

at tiw, t, sfter detonation f&m one'%io- 
zero time) per sq ft. 
givenby 

The tots3 radioactivity 

DOS/~ 

BT. = Kbw (7) 

in which W is the total nuclear yield of the device, b is the ratio of 
fission to total yield s& K is a constant depending on the units of &r 
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. 
and W. For W in K!! (kilotons equivalent TM!) and 9 in fissions, the 
value, 1.45 x 1023 fissions/KC, wilJ. be used for K. Co&ination of 
Eqs. 3, 4, 5, an8 7 gives, for *(t) . 

m;(t) = 
1.45 x l&W [if&t) + i&)1 

(8) 

. 

in which FD*(t) is-the idealized plane value of the fraction of device 
COntOUr rattO. It may be noted that Eq. 8 has the units (~/br sq f%)‘l; 
this f'unc~ion hrrn been given previously in a reports whicyl discussed 
the CASTLE Shot Bravo f8llou-t pattern and fallout pattea sum8tions 
in general. 

The eXpected Specific activity, frOm 8.unifOrllI mixing Of & the 
radionuclides produced, with eU. the mass of soil remwed from the 
crater, MO, is 0 

9, 

rise to &, (t) 
n an ideal plane, each fission/sq ft would give 

hence the mass contour ratio would be given by 

Mr(t) = Mo 
BT < (t) 

(9) - 

The variation of M. with 
soils msy be estimated from 

Mo 

yield for surface detonation on clay-type 

= 1.79 x 1013 wo**2 (10) 

fork inmgend WinKT. 6 Substituting for Mo, *l and cb, (t) in Eq. 9 
gives, for the idealized plane value of s(t), 

q(t) = 1.23 x 10wl' W-o*o38 
b [ifp(t) + icp(t)] 

-(U 

DOIVW 

For fallout in which the radionuclides ere fused within or tied 
uniformly thratghout all the particles and in which the fkactionation 
is 8l.m uniform, the mass COntOUr ratio is a wend average function. 
However, if the specific activity of the fallout and the flxctionation m 
of the radionuclides changes fkom point-to-point, I+(t) becomes a point 
function. 
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M;(t) = 
vwh 

k& & (-t) x 
(15) 

Equation L5 suggests that, for the stated assumptions, s(t) should 
vary inversely with distance. For small particles where the falling 
velocity is prsportionsl to the square of the diameter, the au+ con- 
tour ratio for those particles is given by 

in which k 
a 

is a constant. 
with the 

For these assumed conditions, I&(t) decreases 
s usre root of the distance. 

For the second case, the average specific activity is gitin by 

( aphp) = k4 (17) 

in which k4 is'a constant. For this case where the specific activity is 
independent of the particle diemeter, g(t)& independent of the dis- 
tance and Is givenby 

Although Eq. I.8 does not comtain a distance term and inthst sense is 
not a point function, the region of its appliceihility is, of course, 
restricted to the area within'which the particles with a constant speci- 
fic activity f&J.. DOG/~ 

In addition to the distance, x, 4s. 15 and 16 euggest that the 

_ value of 
s 
(t) depends on the wind velocity and the hei@t from which 

the psrtic es fall. l%e latter depends on weapon yield. If the bottom m s 

of the clouds is used as a reference point with respect to the masure 



1 . 

of h, use of the empirical. functions from reference 
16 gives, for constant Vw, 

k WOs8 

$(t)= 5 

Gzx 

',w=1tol2ICT 

5 in Eqs. 15 snd 

(194 

in which k5, k6, 9, and k8 are constants. 

This rather simple treatmnt of how the value of Mr(t) msy depend 
on weapon yield, dowaria distance, wind speed, particle fsll rates, 
and on the mode of fallout particle formation indicates at least the 
scope of the information required in the develomnt of a reliable 
scaling function from observed data. 

3.5 MEASUREMENP OF CONTOUR RATIOS ANB P-S EFFECT- 
INGTHEOBSEWEDVALUESOFTHECOETOUBRATIOS 

DOEW 

There are two methods for determining the msss contour ratio; each 
requires a radiation measurenrent and a fallout sample. The most direct 
method is to collect samples and weigh them (with appropriate analyses 
for correction to a scalable mass). The second m&hod is to obtain 
sufficient pure fallout to determine the specific activity of the fall- 
out and to determine, by soil sampling in the fallout area, the activity 
per unit srea. The fraction of device contour ratio can be determined 
from the same samples of fallout and radiation smasurements; radiochemi- 
cal analyses of the samples sre required. 



Real differences between observed values of the contour ratios and 
those predicted fkomthe idealized contour ratio functions are expected 
to occur. The major causes of miation in the functions, including 
those that cause variance from the idealized function, are: 

1. Weapon type and yield 
2. Eksctionation 
3. Effect of terrain roughness on fallout deposition patterns and 

on the radiations delivered at a point from a given radiation 
-. source 

4. Instrusmnt response to the radiations 
.: 

5. Depth or height of detonation Y 
6. Activity and mass particle size relations 
7. ryPe of environmental material at shot point 
8. Degree of mixing of crater material with the radioactive nuclides 

\ 9. Meteorologicel factors 
10. Nonscalable or extraneous debris. 

In the measuremnt of the observed values, there will be discrepen- 
ties due to sampling bias, recovery losses, analytical error, and in- 
strument error. 

!Che weapon type will mainly influence the values of the fraction 
of fission yield, b, and the values of the neutron capture ratios, Cj; 
it may indirectly influence other factors such as fractionation. The 
idealized mass contour ratio functions suggest that the yield itself 
should not influence the value of the mass contour ratio as much as 
other factors. 

The absence of the more volatile radionuclides in fallout particles 
results in fractionation. When certain of the fission product tracer 
nuclide or nuclides are used in determining the value for the number of 
fissions, and other rsdionuclides are not present in the proper smount, 
the true vslues of i 

? scaling functions for 
and icp sre lower than given in the idealized 
he unfractionated fission products and the ob- 

served value of the contour ratios will be larger. If the reduction 
of a given radionuclide from its normal percentage (say, for U235 fis- 
sion products) is given by the radiochemical "R" value, rj, for the jth 
radionuclide, then the gross reduction in the value of ia msy simi- 
larly be defined by the gross fission poduct "R" value, q&t), from 
gross ionization-rate measurements or from knowledge of the r values 
of all the important radiol?uclides. Since "R" values for a g ven radio- 1 
nuclide may vary with particle size, r%(t) may vary with distance (i.e. 
be a point fkxtion). The contour ratio scaling parameter sensitive to 
fractionation is 60 (t); in terms of r@(t) and rj, it is given by 

. . 

. m 

_ . 

- . 

I.2 

. . 
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(21) 

As-a generelieed point function, Eq. 21 uould have C&(t,x), r (x), and 
rti(x,t) with the latter two given as explicit Arnctions of tie distance. 

__ 
The effect of terrain aM instrument response to xeiations gener- 

ally till tend to give lower values of ifp(t) and ij(t) then those cal- 
culated for en infinite auiooth plane surface, !l?hese factors wi3l also 
influence the velue of k(t) to give larger observed values of the con- 
tour ratio. As with fractionation, these factors would be easiest to 
apply as gross multiplying factors to C&(t) althou@ detailed calcula- 
tion of the dependence of the factors on the photon enezgies and Noton 
abundances my be required to obtain the mltiplier. The terms to be 
usedare givenby 

G = q D@(t) r,(t) ia(t) + Cj Djrjcjij(t) w 

inwhich D is the relative response ofthe instrument and qis the 
"terrain factor". The data treated in Section 4 consists of radiation 
measuremnts taken at 3 f+t above extended plsne sources (or corrected 
to such a geometry). In addition, all radiation measurements were taken 
with or converted to the AN/PDR=3g(TlB) survey instrument. The value 
of D i for each individual nuclide for this instrument sre gLven in 
Refededce 2 . 

DOEm 
The size of the crater a& the amount of earth or debris thrown 

upward by a detonation of a given yield decreases with the height of 
the zero point. For subsurface explosions, the crater size increases 
as the depth of the zero point increases up to a given depth. Deyord 
this given depth, the emount of crater material thrown up decreases 
until such depth of detonation where no crater materiel is ejected. 

In the model explosion where all the radioactivity produc& is 
Wxed with all the crater material, the variation of q(t) with depth 
of burst can be expressed as 

. . 

(23) 
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in which s(t) is the value of the mass contour ratio for a surface 
detonation, s is the ratio Ao/Ah where A. is the crater mass scaling 
coefficient for surface detonations (see Eq. 10) and Ah is the crater 
mass scaling coefficient for detonations at the scaled depth, A (h = 
depth of burst in f't/(yield in lbs of ZYT@); the ratio, aA, is the 
mass correction factor to a surface detonation; for air bursts, ah has 
values that are greater than 1.00; az~3, for underground bursts, och has 
values that sre less thsn 1.00. 

-I Possible effects of the particle size aad specific activity on the 
mass contour Tatio were mentioned in Section 3.3. The ratio,:_ti def- 
ined, is concerned only with the total activity per unit area’and the 
total pacticle mass per unit area at a given location. The& can be 
estimated by use of fallout model cwtations if both the activity and 
msss distributions are known as a mction of particle size. 
z 

The psrticles that carry the radioactive material back to earth 
are composed essentially of the environmental materials at the shot 
point. For nesr-surface bursts, the types of materia3.s of most interest 
are native soils (to several hundred feet in depth), seawater, and mix- 
tures of the two for harbor detonations. If’ the mass of the original 
material is scalable with weapon yield, then the equivslent mass of the 
original lPaterial must be used in the contour scaling functions. For 
example, the falJ.out from detonations in seawater wiU. consist origin- 
ally of seawater which, as drops or ice particles, will change in size 
during their fall time due to evaporation or condensation of the water. 
If they dry completely, the final residual mass would be about 3 $J of 
the original seawater mass.' In this case the original composition msy 
be determined on the basis of the seawater mass's& if the contour 
ratios are point functions, the vslue of the ratio at a location will 
depend on how the evaporation takes place in space ti time. DOE/lW 

Meteorological factors are of major wrtance in the distribution 
of the fallout fYm the timz that it is formd. Althougb the scaling 
functions discussed in this report are only concerned with the contsmi- 
nated system after the fallout has been deposited, the discussion in 
Section 3.3 showed that the wird speed was Involved when the activity 
was taken as varying with the square of the particle diameter. Thus 
the factors that influence the distribution of the fallout may indirectly 
influence the value of the contour ratios if the latter are point ftmc- 
tions. 

The effect of the inclusion of nonscalable or extraneous debris 
in fallout on the mass contour ratio, as previously nrentioned, would 
result in high apparent observed values of the mass contour ratio. 

14 
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Although the quantity of debris msy.not be scalable with other detona- 
tion~parameters, knowledge of its effect on the contour ratio and its 
frequency and conditions of occurrence is necessary in considering 
whether or not it is sufficiently important to warrant separate treat- 
ment and inclusion for consideration in decontamination investigations 
and operations. _ 

Of the several measurement errors, the one least amenable to 
treatment or reduction by cereful analytical techniques is that due 
to semplingbias. It will depend on type of saapler, sampling location, 
sample Size, and many other factors. The parameters mos+ seriously 
affected by this bias are m Etnd a; the value of - 
very sensitive. For mst collecting devices and w3 

should not be 
s Ung locations, 

the amunt of fellout collected with respect to the local terrain 
(average) will be low. However, this generalization is not valid for 

f the i&la& collecting stations at Operation CAE!!FM where the collectors 
were at grade level and were not recovered for several days after shot. 
In the meantime, both inert coral and fellat particles drifted into 
the collectors by action of the wind. 

Cosibining the various correction factors tiich, if known, would 
provide a more reliable scaling function for each of the contour ratios 
than those for the idealized fallout model gives 

Mr(t) = K (X,W) 

bq ah [ I)fg(t)rip(t )i,(t ) + ‘JP.fpJ~j(t)] 
(24) 

FD&t) = 6.89 x 10’~~ w-l 
bq ~$)re(t)ifp(t) + ~JD.fJcjij(t)] DOE/~ 

(25) 

For the idealized model function, K(X,W) is equal to 1.23 x 10 -10 ,-0.038 

for aU.values ofx. 
are r,(t) and rj. 

The only ~~I-IIIS in Xq. 25 that depend on distance 

15 
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Although the quantity of debris my not be scalable with other detona- 
I 

1 

tion parameters, knowledge of its effect on the contour ratio and its 
_ - frequency and conditions of occurrence is necessary in considering 

whether or not it is sufficiently important to warrant separate treat- 
ment and inclusion for consideration in decontamination investigations 
and operations. _ 

I 
I 
’ . . 

Of the several measurement errors, the one least appenable to 
treatment or reduction by careful anaQM.caJ. techniques is that due 
to samplingbias. It will depend on type of sampler, smspling location, 
sample -size, and lllany other factors. The parameters most eeriously 
affectedby this bias are m and a; the value of "p1 

a3 
should not be 

very sensitive. For most collecting devices and 8 ling locations, 
the amount of fallout collected with respect to the local terrain 
(average) will be low. However, this generalization is not valid for 
the islaM collecting stations at Operation CAslzE where the collectors 
were at grade level and were not recovered for several days after shot. 
In the meantime, both inert coral and f&lout particles drifted into 
the collectors by action of the wind. 

Cosibining the various correction factors which, if known, would 
provide a rare reliable scaling function for each of the contour ratios 
than those for the idealized fallout model gives 

Mr(t) = K (x,w) 

bq aA [ D,(t)r,(t b,(t) + ~pjrjcj+J (24) 

FDr(t) = 6.89 x 10.~~ w-l 

bq bfp(t )r,(t )$-#) + Lpfjcjij(t I] 
(25) 

DOl3/~ 

For the idealized model function, K(X,W) is equal to 1.23 x 10 -lO,-O.o38 

for sU.vslues ofx. The only term in Eq. 25 that depemi on distance 
are r,(t)andr 

J 
l 
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-ION 4 

THE i!MLWION OF CONSTAN!CS AND P AIuMmms~THEco~RATIoBcALD3G 
FUNCTIONS 

4.1 EZUMiARY OF AVAILDLZ COl'tKXE? RATIO WiLmG DATA :'.' 

blues of the 6~866 con'kmr~ratio (evaluated at 1 hr fier dktoaa- 
tion), the specific actitity of the fallout and curtitity per unit area 
for several test detonation6 ere given in Table 1 along with the distance 
fromzeropoint6ndthelMT sc8leddistmce fromGZ. ThelMpsmled 
diStWEe6 were c8lculated fro69 

x = g . 79 w4*58 x,W=ltol2x!E (W l 

x = 2.92 lres x, w = I.2 to > 104 KT 

where X is the 1 MT scaled distance and x is the measured di&mce. 
Ide6J&r, x would be the down- distance dLong the center lin6 of the 
fallout pattern or (~11 average distance on the grated along the path of 
the particles far those 8rriving at a given location under 6m 
meteorological cormiitlons. Correction6 in x for these factors were 
not trade in the data of Able 1. 

The values oft& 6l866 contour ratios for the seversl Shot6 rsage 
generw from &out 2 to 200 (mg/sq ft)/(r/hr at lhr) with the v&Lues 

(JANGLE "U" Shot) and the detonation 
(REDWING Navajo) being the largest ti the above 

and %86ta) being the smallest.* 

DOEINVI 

WThe di6mepancy in the two I+(l) values for both Diablo 8nd.Shasta 
results fYom calculation of the first 4(l) value from the gross 66mple 
wei@t Including the desert sand blown into the collector by the blast . 

wave (or settled down 8ftermz-d). The lower vslues were obtained &t,er 
the fallout particles were separated fran the gross sample by a mamet. * 
The fallout p6rticles contained about 5 $ Fe by weight. , 

l6 
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TABICE 1 

btwy of Observed Velcs of the Me.66 Contour Ratio, Actitity per Unit Area, armi Sp6clfic Activity of FaSLcut 

Station Distance I(l), obs 
Fmm y&at (iam / 

;zl 

1,:: 
1,175 
lrl?S 
1,175 
1,800 
1,800 
1,800 
2,015 
2,015 
2,550 
2,550 
9,700 
2,850 
2,850 
3,*& 
3,210 

%i 
31710 
4,030 
4,030 
4,500 
5tw 
6,000 
7,500 

lgz 

%ct 
24:OOO 

815 
105 
565 
22.5 

E:f 

2510 
37.1 
17.3 
17.3 
13.6 

It% 
'676 

% 
205 

ii 
86.6 

tit 

i!s 

2 

tz; 
342 
87.8 
135 
64.0 
82.3 
1W 
231 
58.8 
52.9 

Em': 
20:8 

1. JANGLE, "S" Shot 

.f 
I.- 

? 

2. JAHGLE, “0’ Shot 

















14.51 

u&loll 7*0 
I_ 13.5 
mctlm 1.7 

coma 
COlWl 
semmter 
coral and 
seawafer 

secrmfar 

coral 



oo2l62o 

* 

. 
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. 
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4.3 ERECT OF FRAC!tIONA!RON ON CON!MJR MT10 scAI;rlNG DOEfl 
FUNCTIONS 

I 
Data f'rcm references 12, 13, aad 17 were used to derive the rth 

end r(c) values platted in Figs. 1 end 2, respectively. These cur% . indicate dlsfances so that 
there is 

that r& (or r(c)) increases wiih &imdrd 
less fZIactlon8tion of the r&lonuclides in the-par- 

titles. Coqparison of the Diablo-Shasta curve with coul~ccurve 
l 
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(N!FS soil) and the Tewa curve with Zuni curve (coral) indicates also 
that the gross fractionation decreases with yield. No comparison can 
be made between the coral and NTS soil from these curves because of 
the large diffsrences in yield and distances. 

A sumsr 
yield from @ 3 5 

of corrected "R' values (i.e. correctedfor mass chain 
to the fuel actually used) is given in Tahle 8 far samre 

Operation REDWING data.12 A general increase in the "R' values with 
distance is shown-for sll the redionuclides in the Zuni and Tewa f&l- 
out. In Shot Flatheed only the radionuclides with rare gas precursors 
were fractionated. In Shot Navajo, there was no fractio&.tion in the 
fallout (within ezqerimentalerror). ? 

Rough 
also those 
14) can be 

correlations of the "R" values of Table 8 with distance and 
of References 19 and 20 with particle size (with aid of Eq. 
made if a fractionation parameter, z, is defined as 

. 

. 

rj ‘j = l-rj (29) 

where rj is the "R' value for the jth mass nu&er (or nuclide) and, 
.further, tbat . 

(30) 

Although the data of Table 8 are somewhat scattered with respect to a 
continuous change in rj or 23, they all can be adjusted, within about 
the same degree of error, to E . 

given shot. Substituting l/d t 
30 with the seme value of k, for a 

inverse particle diameter) for x aud using 
the data of Reference 2G gives an even better fit for a constant ks. 

If zfp is defined as the sum of all the zj of fission poduct mix- 
ture, then 

. 

“fp = e kzx cj z,(j) 
,OfU. 

(3W 

= z& e 
UC 

(31b) 

. 

. . 
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Fig. 2 Ratio of Decay Curves: Fallout Sazugle/Cloud Sample Based on M 099 Analysis 
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Sumnary of Corrected "R" Values for Fallout Collected During Operation 
REDWING 

S&ion S&Q Sr90 -132 csl37 Celk 

=29 
=a 
YFNB 13 
How-F 
YAGkO 
YAG-39 

YmB 13 
=29 
=29 
How-F 
YAG39 
YAGbO 
LST-6U 

YFm-i3 
m-29 
m-29 
How-F 
YAGB 
YAGbO 
LsT&l 

0.0524 0.0956 
0.0524 0 A907 
o.llg 0.243 
0.0292 0.0794 
0.354 0.437 
0.770 0.972 

OJQ9 0.178 
0.234 0.340 
0.231 0.389 
0.0770 - 

o*354 0.616 o"*z 
0.400 Oh7 

0.277 0.551 
0.128 
0.462 i*E 
0.416 0:454 
0.724 0.745 
0.662 - 

1164 1.~8 
1.03 1.25 
0.772 1.08 
0.526 0.801 
0.901 O-939 

0.927 
ON9 

1. shot, zuni 

1.00 0.152 
0.662 
0.825 :*z 
0.941 0:142 
1.00 0.792 
1.63 1.52 

2. Shot, !reIm 

0.837 0.406 
0.814 0.569 
0.860 
0.5u ii.320 

0.918 1.51 "1*$5 
1.09 1:l2 

3. Shot, Flathead 

‘12 
1:08 

ii:%4 
1.02 

1.28 0 -975 
0.942 0.874 
1.00 1.12 

4. Shot, I?avajo 

1.08 1.12 
1.07 
l-90 i:s 
1*75 l 

1.09 

,1:; 
::gg 
1.02 

r 
I 

0.0461 

:'%;I 
0:0205 
0.2l5 
- 

0.0615 
0.133 
o.l64 

0.133 
0.195 
0.369 

0.205 

i-iii . 

0.590 
0.576 
0.820 
0.778 
0 392 
1.44 

0 -705 

szi 
ok05 
0.892 
1.58 
1.21 

1.17 

;:tE 
1.17 
0.994 
1.20 

DOE/NYJ 

1.06 
- 1.70 
a 1.44 
LO 1.14 1.24 

0.412 1.04 
1.44 



It may be noted that z ie defined 88 the ratio 
nuclide contained in the particles to thst not 

of the fraction of the 
contained in the particle 

(i.e. lost from the perticle) assuming rj for the reference nuclide 
(us* MB) is unity. With this definition, Eq. 3l. has no real sig- 
nificance except far the cases where all rj are either 1 or 0 or where 

Lure. 
Bp is taken to be ~oportional to the average value of z,(j) for the 

With the latter of the two views of z" , the data of Table 1 
and Fig. 1 were used to, obtain values of ks for % 
coulonib c, aud z" 

ots Zuni,Tewa, snd 
for Shots Shasta, Tew8 and for applic tion et 

H+lhr. The r&ective k, values are 8.1 x 10 , 9.6 x 10 7 -8 

4.5 x U-5; the respective 
, and 

z values are 0.41, 0.65, snd 0.73. Since 
Shot Tewa w&s detonated in 2 feet of water, the values.of for only 
the Zuni and Coulcmb C Bats were used for obtaining for 80 
assumed dependence of k, on weapon yield ti the z" values for Shasta 
(Diablo) and Zuni were used for a scaling functionfPor 2%. Ihe two 
asmned empirical functions are 

k, = 4.1 x 10'5 w-o*20 (32) 

(33) 

in which the respective values apply only to determining rfp at H + lhr 
where 

kzx 
ra = .& 

1 + so 
fl?= 

(34) 

DOS/m 

BYW 34r %B 
can approach unity as the distance increases. Equation 32 

indicates t t rfp ep~oeches unity et shorter distances as the yield 
decreases, and w. 33 indicates that tb fractionation decreases as the 
yield increases. !l!heee treads in fractionation correspond to the ob- 
served date. The constants sre adjustedto r 
fl ti assu& no difference between coral a 3 

values with respect to 
NTS soil. 

The values of 2 k, for the fellout frcm mm of the test 
The fallout Fromthe surface water (barge) 

shots of yield 5 XC and larger is assumed TV be unfractionated. 
. 
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SunrmaryofValues for t b and k, for Fkllout 
FromTestshotsstH+1br 

art % k&O+ ft ) 

JAN=, “6” 
JAma, "v" 
cAsTLE,Br8M 

_ CW,ICoon 

-, Shasta 0.40 2.3 
FLUMEBCB, Coulonib C 0.30 4.5 

+ Roxndata of Table 8. 
iw For rare gases only which cmtribute very 

nearly l/3 of the II + 1 intensity for un- 
fkactionated fission products, the remain- 
ing 2/3 of i(1) is taken to be unfractionated 
at ell distances. 

4.4 EF'FECT OF Hl3IGH!i! OF BURST ON TKE CONDJR 
SCALING FUNCTIONS 

,DOE/Nyi 

The ratio of the crater volum or crater mass for a surface deto- 
nation to that for detonations at other scaled depths is plotted as a 
function of the nuclear scaled depth in Fig. 3 as taken from Reference 6. 
The nuclear scaled depth is defined as the charge depth divided by the 
cube root of the nuclear yield in lbs of TNT. There is a difference in 
the velues of the scaled depth in Fig. 3 f'rom those given in Reference 6. 
Inthat report, the equivalent blast yield(inl!NTunit;e)ofnucleer 
explosions was found to be only 28 $ with respect to the chemical explo- 
sives; conversion wes made therefore in Fig. 3 to accouut for this de- 
crease, in comparison to TNT explosions. 

3? 
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If the curve of Fig. 3 is applied to the idealized mass contour 
ratio scaling functions, where the total crater mass is mixed with EU 

t 1 the radlonuclides, the value of the contour ratio would decrease as the 
scaledheight increases and would increase as the scaleddepth Increases 
(upto a maxiaarm). In a real detonation, the pressure and density of 

’ ‘the confined vapors at lsger values of the scsled depth could result 
in condensation md pmticle formation~processes that differ markedly 
from surface and above-surface detonations, resulting in siepiflcant 
deviations from the idealized model. 'It maybe notedthatthe curve of 

** Fig. 3 has no inflection at zero ctige depth snd that it is very steep 
near zero charge depth. Iherefore if Eq. 23 is valid in:terms of the 
9 given in Fig. 3, the value of $(t) is extreppely sen&tlve to the 
hei#rt or depth of burst. .- 

- I 

In Reference 7, som of 
Y( ) 

1 values for the JANGLE "s" aM "u" 
Shots were averaged. For the ‘S’ Shot, the average value of 
23.6 (mg/sq f’t)/(r/hr at 1 k) and for the "U" Shot it was 85. . the 4 

(1) was 

-fable of 
gives a% 1) value of 34.2. !Phe value of "( 

for the 'S" Shot with a A of -0.02 is 1.45; this correction 

7 
'for the "U" Shot with a A 

of 0.13 is 0.32; this correction gives a $( ) value of q.6. The two 
B$(l) values for the 1.2 KT yield thus obtained are within the experi- 
nmtal and computational errors Involved in obtaining the average values. 
Thus Fig. 3 can be used as a guide in adjustingthe q(l)values for 
detonations with A values betueen -0.02 and 0.13. When the data from 
Operation TE9WQT ESS Shot ard others are reduced, it may be possible to 
derive a better scsling function for 5 thsn that given in Fig. 3. 

The fmction-of-device contour ratio is not expected to be sensi- 
tive to the heigbt or depth of burst unless the fractionation of the 
radioactive components chsnges withtbe height or depth ofburst. In 
the underwater burst, for example, the rwe gas dau&ter products are 
enriched with respect to the other fission products.21 No conclusions 
can be made at the present time re g the relative degree of frac- 
tionation in the two JAN= Shots. 8 effect was not considered 
inthetreatmentofthe data inthis report. 

for sapr? test shots are swmmrised in 

- . 

. . 
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I 

JANGLE “S”-’ 
JAN- “u” 
- &8VO 
CASTLERomeo 
CAsTLEKoon 
CA8LXE Union 
REDhmG2un1 
RSJWING Fhtb8d 
-G Navajo 
REIlwMcTewa 
-BCoulcmbC 

1.45 1.45 
0.32 0.32 .:: 
1.0 0.54 
ZO 0.65 1.40 ' 

1.0 o .81 
1.0 O.lz, 

lmmma 
; Lo 0.66 
1.30 1.30 

. 

4.5 COMW'U!l!ION OF TIE !ERRAIN FACTOR FROM 
EUCTION-OF-DEVICEDM!A 

The coH@atiOn of q was cerried out by use of Eq. 25. The v8lues 
were taken fromReference 2 for r1235 fission (1) d I& 

ch were o ueed to detemine the rm velues in Section 4.3. 
Thevalues of DF c~i(l)rrre @ven InTable ll. llher cjvalues were 
takenfmm%Ue dJ tbb text of SectIon 4.2. 'Ihe c 8i culaited values 
oftheterrainfactar, Q, are mmm%edin!Peble 12. 

DOgm 
TheterrainfactorEJ CUbhUbtedfram fslloutMU?@e~iCd d8t8 

by means of R+ 25 art&u m!u@Ang bias errors end errors in all the 
lnputterm toRq.25 asweUasthetrue terra&n factor(l.e.error in 
W, differences In the true fission field factor per X!J! from 1.45 x lO23, 
error In %, b, ard the gross fractionation factors). Many of these 
errors ere constant faraglvenshot. ti sampUqerror isprobably 
one of nu%,jor contributors to eEpors which are not constaIrt for 8 given 
shot. The 8ver8ge values of q and Q/q in !lbble 12 were c8lcul8ted on 
thebasisthatthe samplin&error waethe major contributing factor 
where values of ‘q pester fhan one were obtained. This assums that, 
for the data used In Treble 12, the sazqpling bias is mst likely to be 
on the negative side - I.e. the sanpU.ngdetices useduouldtendto 

. 

. 8 
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Contribution of Induced Activities to the H + 1 Refencc mh6ity for 
Fallout Pkomsom Bstmotr 

. . (values in loo13 r/hr per tisslon/sq ft) 

. . 

. . 

JANG, “s” 
al) = y7J9 

JANGLE, “U” o:lo6 
C~,Bravo 0.101 
CASI!U,Rapeo o.llg 
C~,Koon 0.130 
cw, union 0.079 
RRWING, Zuni 0.055 
RRwING,Flathe6d 
RDKUVG,RavaJo 
RRmmG,Tewa 
PLWBBOB, Diablo FE- 
-B, Shasta o:ol8 
PUIMBBOB, Coulo& C 0.005 

0.0227 
0.013 
0.013 
0.013 
0.015 
o.oti 
0.010 
0.007 

~~ 
0.008 
0.m 
0.002 
0.001 

OJm5-7 O.=w 
B m 

LO1 
0.001 i*OZ . 
0.001 
0.002 ii.015 
0.002 0 .Gol 

DE=JWiJ 
---.-._ 

0.002 0.019 
w w 
m w 

Llg 
OJS 
0.145 
o.l03 
p-J 

0:065_ 

- .-.. - 
0.093 
0.020 

E2 . 

. . 

. L 

be less efficient col.Jectors thsntbe 6urroundlng terrain (all stations 
used in Table &? are lend stations) and that q for a non-biased collec- 
tion should not be greater than abaxf 1.0. The q/t valuss ewe separated 

by Operation Reccruse different COllWktrS or collecting platform6 were 
used In each. 

- - 

DOEm 

The velues of (1 .O) of q/Q indicate the station values u6ed to 
calculate 3. !i!hiS i6 not done for th -R GhOtS since e&l the 
valqes except 2 were used in calculating <. In taking the respective 
q values as the estimate of q for the two different terraIn (EN and 

\ m), tb a66mption is implied that there was no COUectingbia6 at 
the station6 involved. The ratio of th6 average Q value! for aJl the 
StatiOnS to that for the no-bias station6 (i.e. where q is le66 then 
about 1.0) 16 the average station collecting hiss factor. This is 
1.88 for the Operation CASPLE collectors (Chemical Corps, CUL) anb 
1.55 for the Operation REOWIXG collector6 (REDL). Far the PUMBOB 
shots, the smnpling bias was assumed to be absent for the collector6 



viotor 

mu I 
EWK 

- cur& 
wllam 

0.45 2.398 2.95 1.836 2.~ 

_. 3.DpamroIzMi 

0.9 2.877 2.w 
0.55 
0.54 
0.46 

I:E 
. 

;:g 
. 

;.g i.;” 
t 1 b 

1:51 1:* 
1.50 1.88" .‘ 

DE- DE- 
5. WG, 2waJo 

How F 
Bow K 
cbulle 
George 

HOW F 0.59 
BovK 0.59 
(bulie o.b7 
Gecrgc 0.50 

Al 0.37 
A3 

f 

0.37 
0.37 

iI 
8:gi 

ZO 
s:", 

2 
;:g 
. 

1 0.25 
1 0.25 

2 8-Z 
3 0:32 

0.32 

. . 

D-- 
6. -,mm 

‘3% 3.237 

2:sos 
2.665 

7. 

8. 

1.972 
1.972 
1.972 

Xi 
1.9l9 
2.0s 
2.078 

t-z . 

9. 

0.693 1.0 b 
0.755 Lob 

Id lo.5c 13. 
2.04 2.9 

0.562 

;:g 

ok94 

0.746 
O&4 
0.804 
0.751 
1.085c la! 
0.762 
8.p; 

oh5 
0.832 

k&i 
1.63 

0.830 
:J 

0.m 

A= ma =0.797(h) 
- 1.23602); qW/q(4) = 1.55 

Ave (lm) =0.7ti(l9) 

8. Rc&th to p IQ CASLE s&r: g(i) = 0.83, Wb)/p(;) . 1.88 
b. Rcktin to q fm FiEmmG amts. 
c. Hut used in calculating wzrrgcs. 

, 

DOS/- 
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usedinShotsDiabloandShasta. 14 The Coulonib C samples were surface 
soil ssmples which, by definition, had no sampling bias. 

The ssmple bias factors, q/T& 
applicable, to increase the values 
of &(l) from I(1) am3 a/n vslues. 
not observed, the average value of I 

are used in the next section, where 
of 8 (fissions/sq ft) for cslculation 
For the stations at which I(1) was 
the ratio, q/& was used to Increase 

the FOD (fraction of device) per sq ft values and, by use of Eq..25, to 
give estimate8 of I(1). 

P 

.I 

4.6 COMPUIAEION OF K(x,W) FROM MASS CONTOUR RAITIO m 

The values of X(x,W) ten be detemined by msans of Eq. 24 and the 
observed or estimated values of 4(l). In order to increase the number 
of data points in determining the dependence of K(x,W) on x, the I(1) 
values were estimated for the stations & which observed values were 
not 8vsUable (i.e. mainly the floszting stations for Operations CAS!CM 
and REDWR?G) by ths method described in Section 4.5. In addltion,. 
correlations were made of the variation of the specific activity of the 
fsilout with distance from the data of Table 1. These are shown in' 
Fig. 4. The data are Q;uite scattered with respect to varigtion with 
distances; in the calculations, the empiric& equations for Zuni and 
Flathesd were used but for !!!ewa and Navajo, the genmetrlc means were 
used. 

Activity-psrticle size data end specific activity data from 
PLUMBBOB Shot Shastssre giveninFigs. 5through7. Themean values 
of the sizes ard specific activities sre sunmsxised in Table 13 for 
each station; these values end snwtrapolated value were used in Table 1 
for the calc~edvsJ.,s of%(l). !me very slnau amunts of activity 
in small sizes (Figs. 5 and 6), if neglected, would result In distribu- 
tion curves with a fairly smll particle size range for each station. 
In Fig. 7, It msy be noted that, for the rsnge of distances given, the 
specific activity Is IleUly proportionslto x112. 

The values of K(X,W)/q sre sumsrized In Tsble 14. For the JANGDZ 
and CAS!K& data (except for Stations How ard Victor), no correction was 
amlied for ssqplingbias since no estimate WCCB avsiUbleto apply to 
the collectors used. No bias was assumed for the &UMBBOBdata. The 
X(X,W)/q values are plotted against the 1 MT Scaled Distance in Figs. 
8, 9, ma 10; 
v8lues ofthe 
plotting. 

the 1Mp Scaled Mstance ~(18 used to sdjust the numerical 
distances for each shot to a convenient comon range for. 
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!mLE 13 

Specific Activity for PLUMBBOB Shasta Fallout 

Station Geomtric Meau 
Radioactive 

specific Activity' 1m 
of Mean size Scaled 

Particle Size 
(PI 

(f/d Distance 
(ft) 

Al 830~ Cl.13 x lo= 24,500 

A3 ma bl.15 x 1012 24,800 

A4 830~ Cl.13 x lo= 24m 

A6 wb Cl.15 x 1012 25,ooo 

A7 1olos bl.Olx lo= l9,7(30 

A0 i b1.24 x 19 rl,loo 

A9 6zob c1.3Oxlo= 32,ooo 

5w bl.35 x lo= 37m 

47@ bl.49 x 1012 42,000 

5oob Cl.43 x 1012 3g,200 

a. Ram 
b. PkcmFl~.6. 
C* FrauFig. 7. 
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TABU 14 

. . 

1 . JANGLE “S” 

Dl 

g - %ci 
244:OOO 

Fl 015 

ii 105 565 
: 22.5 

H5 

Is !:I 2510 
;z 17.3 37.1 

ii? 13.6 17.3 

Dl 
E2 

26~ 

Fl ‘676 
Is? 

z 

19% 

205 
F3 
Fi4 Et 
ES 806 
cl 86.6 
g 176 

l61 

o-257 i:z 
a.258 1.375 
0.263 1.402 
0.263 1.402 

0.267 1.423 

0.271 0.271 :*E; 
0.273 1:455 
0.302 1.610 
0.314 1.674 
0.341 1.834 

2 . JAIir3.E "U" 9 

0.250 1.333 
0.250 1.333 

0.250 0.252 :-;g 
0.252 0.252 $34; 

0.252 1:343 
0.257 1.370 
0.257 1.370 
0.257 1.370 
0.259 1.380 
0.259 1.380 
0.262 
0.262 

1.397 

0.264 
1.397 

0.264 
1.49 
1.407 

Sag 1.407 

ok68 i-g 
O-269 0.269 ;:g 

o.%9 
0.273 ::g 
0.273 1:455 
0.276 1.471 
0.281 1.498 
0.288 1.535 
032 1.610 
0.314 
0.340 ;.;g . 

1.441 
1.441 
1.441 
1.441 
1.489 
1.494 
1.52l 
1.521 
1.542 
1.564 
1.564 
1.574 
1.729 
1.793 
1.953 

'shot 

1.452 
1.452 

1.548 
1.548 
1.553 

is::: 
1:574 
1.574 

;:6? 
1.654 
l-729 
1.793 
1.93l 

696808 

22.6: 
lzs 
4.% 
5.04 
10.7 

;:6; 

4134 
4.50 
3.86 

26oa 
68.88 
p.4a 
59.5a 
39.4s 
9.60s 
27.4a 

$:$ 

s4:ga 
7.71 

2:: 

::E 
7.52 
20.6a 
l6.P 

k:;i 

il:Z 

{:f 

a:& 

3.33 
2.34 
1.29 
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Th3LE 14 (Cont'd) 

tsummuy of vdum of xc(x,w)/q 

stat ion 
( pi&%/) r,(l) rig(l) Qp(l) a) !!&a 
r a (10k13 r/br 

atlhr) 
m;‘: r/l Whs/f) 

. . 

478(14.3) 
2.7 

1.2 
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Fig. 7 Variation of Specific Activity of PLUMBBOB Shasta Fallout With 
the 1 m Scaled Distance 
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TABLE 15 

Summy of Equation Constants for K/q 
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The data for the 
const/X, and cons-t/Xl 2 as /land 

shots were fitted to equations of the forms 
suggested by the form of Eq. 19 end 20 since 

no other form was apparent from the plots of the data (exception is for 
Shot Tewa). The variation of K(X,W)/q with distance for the water shots 
was indeterminate for the Romeo data, did not occur for the Navajo data, 
and was determined from an empirical fit of the data to an equation of 
the form aXn for-the Flathesd data. 

The close-in samples from the two JANGLE Shots were known to con- 
tain a large smount of inert crater material, a surface desert sand 
raised by the blast wave. This extraneous debris was greater on the 
"S" Shot for some locations than for the "U" Shot. It msy be noted 
that the higher values of K(X,W) 
1 I@ scaled distances of 10 x 10 $ 

q from the I(U" Shot data between the 
and 4-0 x 103 are for stations on the 

left side of the pattern (with respect to the downwind direction) where 
a high ridge of activity in the fallout pattern occurred. The excess 
soil must have orfginated from material blown out asymmetrically from 
the crater in that direction. 

The difference in the fit of the Zuni and Tewa data to the assumed 
functions is due either to large errors in sampling and analysis of the 
Tewa data (large scatter) or to the presence of a larger smount of water 
in the Tewa fireball and cloud (it was detonated over water 25 ft deep). 

The equation constants for the assumed dependence of K/q on X are 
summarized in Table 15. The best fit of the data, where values occurred 
over a range of X is for the 
proportional to X1/2. 

PLUMBBOB Shasta Shot end K/q inversely 
The JANGLE ?J" Shot data was best fitted by the 

equation of K/q proportional to X -1. No explanation is available for 
the high values of K/q for CASTLE Koon. 

Since the most reliable sampling data are, in order of reliability, 
fram Shot Shasta, Shot Zuni, and the two JANGLE Shots, and since pref- 
erence of the two equatio s by measure of the percent standard deviation 
in the product ICC or KX lfi is for the latter, it was retained for use 
in the mass contour scaling function. However, on the basis of the 
JANGLE "U" Shot results, the variation of K/q with X as x-1 msy be con- 
sidered for use with the fallout from underground shots. 

DOE/fib 

The data for the water shots do not show a consistent trend in K/q 
with distance for all weapon yields. Within the large percentage stend- 
ard deviations indicated, a constant value independent of X appeared to 
be the appropriate selection. 
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. 
Many of the K/q values given in Table 14 were derived values that 

were obtained by means of a set of correlations to increase the smount 
of data for evaluating and selecting the functional dependence of K/q 
on X. However, for the determination of the final estimate of the equa- 
tion coefficient and its dependence on.the yield, W, it appeared that 
the most rexable method would be to select only those values of I&(l) 
and K/q that were-obtained from direct measurements. These include the 
JANGLE "S" and "U" Shot data as given in Table 15; the remainder are 
summsrizedinTable 16. The data from PLUMBBGB Diablo and Shasta csn- 
not be used to determine the yield dependence of K/qbecause aA is un- 
known. _The one point from CASTLE Koon (Station Fox) was'not used; its 
value of mli2/q is 7.3 x 10-g which is about a factor of 17 to 40 times 
larger than those given in Table 16. .- 

The values fromTable 16 of KX l/2 /q for the surface land shots and 
K/q for the surface water shots are plotted against yield in Fig. 11. 
The average values of 'M1/2/tg+, for Shots Diablo and Shasta and the K/q 
values-(average for Romeo]sre so plotted for comparison. Since the 
indicated rapid increase in KX with yield for Shots Zuni,Tewa an 
Bravo, seenred to be extrex&y unlikely, a geometric mean value of KX1 2/q 3 
for the three shots was taken. There is so- justification for decreas- 
ing the value for the Bravo Shot in that the r/hr at 1 hr values given 
in reference 5 are probably low because the decsy curve used to correct 
the observed intensities back to H + 1 appear to be too flat between 
1 and 4 days after burst (compared with those of Reference 12 snd the 
estimated rfp values given in this report). Also, the Mr(l) values for 
Zuni and Tewa are probably somewhat low due to difficulties in ssmple 
recovery and inconsistencies in the Ca and other analyses (described in 
Reference 13). Whether these two combined causes could account for the 

of 5 difference shown is not known. Although the two values of 
2/q for the JANGLE shots may be high because of extraneous inert 

desert sand, there appears t0 be 8 method Of tre8tImIt or d8t8 avail- 

able at present by which the amount of this 
mated. 

egss weight can be esti- 
There is no reason to assume that= /qwouldhave aminlrmrm 

between 10 srd loo0 KT. 
DOE;/m 

Substitu$&on of the appropriate values of q in the two geometric 
values of IU1j2/* solving for the constants of sn assumed scaling 
function of the form a&@, and replacing X with Eq. 26 gives 

K(W) = 2.19 x 1G'lG W-G*2Ql/2, W =1tol2K?r (358) 
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Sumnary of K(X,W)/q Values Used to Determine Final Values 
Of~EQUatiOn COnSt6Ilt6 

station - m,wQ 
(10-E l&/f i66iOn) 

Mean ValuB of 
Equation Constant 

66 on i I ) 

How 
How 
Victor 

HOWF 0.807 
How F o .639 

Xc.7 F 
How K 

George 

How F 

1. cAsTLE,Bravo 

2.46 
5.96 
5.07 

2. REDWING, Zuni 

3. REDWING, !kwa 

J 
4 

4. REDWING, Flathead 

5. REDWING, Navajo 

: 

1.00 

0.178 

0.265 
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for detonations on land. 

The single value ofK/q 
same indicating no variation 
Good e;greement is shown with 
of 0.7p7 for q gives 

_ ebw) = 0.34 x lo-lo 

for detonations on seawater. 

. 

(3%) - 

for each of the two water shots is the 
in K(x,W) with yield for the water shots. 
the two Cm shot values._ Substitution 

(36) 

It may be noted that the general range in the 1 Ml! scaled distance 
from which these relationships were derived was from lo4 ft (JANGLE '(S" 
and PLLMBOB Diablo) to 4 x 105 ft (REDWING Zuni and Flathead). 

The mass contour ratio scaling function, given by Eq. 24, becomes 
a point scaling function when Eq. 35 is substituted for K(x,w). No 
direct comparison c8n be made with the idealized scaling of Eq. 11 
without integration of I+&(l) over the whole fallout area. When Eq. 35 
is substituted in Eq. 24, the latter is a grand average function. If 
it is aseumed that the ma88 of seawater thrown up by a surface burst on 
seawater ia the 8ame a8 the nas8 of soil removed from the crater on a 
eurface land burst then the ratio 

$0) 
= o 

qYj' 
276 woe'38 (37) 

DOWW 

sugg88t8 that from 50 to 70 $ (W = 1 to 15,000 IV.) of the water thrown 
out is uniformly mixed with the radioactive elements. 

The calculated variation of the mass contour ratio values Ms(l), 
for la& surface detonations at given downwind distances (assume5 wind 
speed - 15 mph) and yields are shown graphically in Figs. 12 and 13. 
The values of the parsmeters ueed were: 

. 
(1) w = 1 to 100 Icp; % = 1.0, b = 1.0, q = 0.8, icp = O.Up 
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(2) w = 1000 to 10,000 KT: a& = 1.0, b=OJ, p0.8, icp=o.145 

The curves, of course, show more variability with distance than 
tith yield as would be expected from use of Eq. 35 in Eq. 24. The com- 
putations were extended to include somewhat greater distances then those 
used in obtaining the empiric&. equation coefficients to investigate 
the shape of the curves at distances where rfp approached the value 1.0. 

. . With fallout pattern data in r/hr at 1 hr, curves for other assumed 
weapon tmes and likely heights or depths of burst can be calculated to 
obtain possible ranges in the fallout mass deposited per unit area. 
This information can then be used directly in operational evaluations 
of decontamination methods and in establishing the werimentsl conditions 
for investigating the efficiency of the methods. 
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